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ABSTRACT
This contribution addresses the development of new web
sites reusing already existing contents from external sources.
Unlike common links to other resources, which retrieves the
whole resource, we propose an approach where partial re-
trieval is possible: the unit for data reuse is a node in a DOM
tree. This solution permits the partial reuse of external and
heterogeneous web contents with no need for client (browser)
modifications and just minor changes for web servers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.4.3 [Informa-
tion Systems]:Miscellaneous[Communications applications]
H.5.4 [Information Systems]:Information interfaces and pre-
sentation[Hypertext/Hypermedia] I.7 [Document and text
processing]:Electronic Publishing

General Terms: HTTP Interoperability

Keywords: HTTP Web Server Interoperability Reusability
URL DOM Content reuse Hypertext.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, a research trend in Web tech-

nologies is related to information retrieval, interoperability
and content reuse. We propose the development of a server
side solution that provides agent users with capacity to ac-
cess contents generated in a collage fashion. Using this so-
lution we will be able to reuse contents in a standard way
regardless of particular technology used to create them.

The main goal for this project is to provide a cost-effective
solution to recover partially documents and therefore, be
able to compose new web contents. Our proposal complies
with the following requirements: a server-side simple sup-
port for partial data retrieval in web environments. In or-
der to achieve this goal we propose the use of the URL[2]
schema with minor extensions.

Thus, we can compose lively new pages from contents rec-
ollected all over the World Wide Web, i.e., there is not in-
termediate steps, contents are gathered in a fully automatic
fashion to compose new contents. It is important to bear in
mind that pages are made of several already existing nodes,
no matter where they come from. It is possible to include
contents created dynamically from any DBMS by using any
technology, static contents, local contents or what ever that
can be accessed as a DOM tree.
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2. CONTRIBUTION
As all web pages may be defined in terms of its DOM

tree[1], we can re-make new web contents just by mixing
nodes from different web resources. In order to do this,
we just need to be able to address nodes in the DOM tree
remotely from the web server responsible for content deliv-
ering to the client. With this idea in mind, when a user
agent requests a web page from a server, this server must
collect nodes from those servers where contents are actually
stored and compose the final HTML resource that must be
provided in response to the user agent. This method of gen-
erating contents works properly as any web content can be
rendered from and to a DOM tree.

To achieve this goal we need to perform two extensions in
current web servers:

• Extend the requested URL format to express nodes in
a DOM tree.

• Insert a module on web server to collect just the in-
volved data.

So far, when a client requests a web resource, no matter
if this is an HTML page, a flash element or an image; it just
sends an URL to ask for the desired resource by its name
as a file in its own filesystem. In our proposal we need to
be able to express an element from the DOM tree in the
requested resource. We may consider this new requested
condition as a refinement of the current format.

At first sight, we could think of an already in-use solution
such as Xpath[8]. We dismiss this option due to the high
level on complexity that would introduce in further phases
of the project.

We decide to make use of similar notation to anchors in
HTML, i.e., file.html#node1. Thus, we chose the following
format:

http://server.org/resource.xhtml//node1

By using this format, we mean that the desired resource is
node1, an element in the file resource.xhtml located in the
server server.org. The main reasons to choose this format
are:

• This schema for URLs fits with the current specifica-
tions provided in the RFC about URL[2].

• It is quite simple to integrate it in already developed
software.
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• As far as we can determine the resource with no pos-
sible misunderstanding, we are able to know what is
the real request.

• Most of already working web servers are able to man-
age this pattern to address contents.

Instead of finding the right file and submitting it, our web
server must deal with an additional issue: parsing the file
and gathering the requested information. Our server must
get the file and process it until it just gets the desired piece
of information, the addressed node. The implementation of
this behaviour does not require a large amount of resources
and for the prototype that has been developed the chosen
library was the Jaxen library[7]. The rest of the process
is the same for any other webserver: send the information
through a HTTP channel.

It is important to note that clients do not notice how the
content delivered is composed since the information received
is just a HTML with no intervention from our platform. All
data transformations from the original HTML-like file are
completed in the server so no updates or upgrades have to
be done in the client side.

3. ALTERNATIVES
As previously stated, interoperability issues are not a new

matter to deal with. Over the last decade a lot of resources
were devoted to overcome the current situation and, also,
currently many ongoing projects are being developing to
evolve interoperability and reusability of contents. We will
present a brief review of the most insightful projects and
alternatives that fulfil a similar function.

RSS feed. By using RSS[4], systems are able to share con-
tents by interchanging a XML[3] document. This doc-
ument, compliant with an already existing standard,
provides information about news and events. This file
must be created and maintained and wide range of
information is not supported.

Dynamic contents. Web servers can generate contents on-
the-fly depending on user agent requests. There are
plenty of options to create this kind of contents: CGIs,
PHP, ASP, .NET platform, JSP, . . . These technolo-
gies could be useful to fulfil our goal but there are
several limitations: we must install an engine to exe-
cute those source codes, those must be programmed for
each case and we should agree on a particular protocol
to send and receive data if we are looking for certain
pieces of documents. Of course, it would not support
legacy information systems as you should update con-
tents themselves, or at least introduce a programming
addition, to meet requirements.

Management Reporting System(MRS).We can also find other
solutions in the market such as Web Squirrel[6] or
Hunter Gatherer[5]. Drawbacks for the use of this op-
tions are the too large level of complexity they intro-
duce and also the functions provided are do not exactly
match our needs. So these solutions may not be suit-
able for our environment.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main idea of this contribution is to propose an al-

ternative way to reuse contents in a cost-effective way. As
the only needed changes are on to the software installed in
web serves, neither in the information itself nor changes in
client side, this technique can spread quickly with nearly no
efforts in the short term and supporting legacy information
systems.

To increase the usability of this proposal, it would be use-
ful to support the use of the src attribute in more HTML
tags. By using the current version of XHTML just few tags,
such as frame or img, can support this technique. Also,
we will work on providing a common look-and-feel for gen-
erated web contents. Nevertheless, and taking into account
the testing phase, we can state that, after a short period of
training, non-expert web masters are in position to create
contents using our proposal.

The overall result is that we will be able to provide sev-
eral advantages for creating new contents from heteroge-
neous sites, even from dynamic contents, with no changes
on the client side and without the need for the introduction
of additional logic on web server.
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